Rest in a Resort
Guess the words defined by the following clues.
The answers vary in length from three to ten
letters long and of these, two are capitalized
and two are multi-word phrases.
The punctuation in the clues may or may not
help the solver.
Enter the answers in the grid one after the other
starting in the top left corner and in the same
order as the clues. Across words that don't end
at the rightmost square of the row will continue
on the leftmost square of the next row.
Similarly, down words that do not end in the
bottom square will continue at the top of the
next column.
The six unclued mystery entries have something
in common.
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Across
Mystery Entry
Found art, backer starts contradicting editor
Single, toy reaches summit
Abbess, maybe Princess leads about sordid tale
Blues first, central and last conveyor
Enhance, food of wet areas gets no backing
Not as splashy, remodeled sprite
Attempts, spelt badly with the first date
It returns weeds, the middle of cravat
Protein metabolism results from exposure,
asphyxiation
Closed, vehicles reenergize Elliot and flyer
Mystery Entry
Élan, heartlessly consumed on mother’s side
Hand held, stone for grinding on a metate he has,
ring
Article abbreviated, point is pertinent
Jazz strain doesn’t quite sell
In the hole, perhaps a circle but only the extremes
Captures, damaged headgear is away right
Starts somewhere, utilize in the litigation
Corny part of stearates
Georgia buying unit is trite, in disguise
Being part of hospital area, the man is missing and
motionless
In the agency, starts sac
The queen finishes it, recreational areas are more
crowded
Mystery Entry
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Down
Mystery Entry
Broke communist rings, turn in
Affirmatively follow the last organs
About a tin plate!
Flyers return and inflict harm
Swept off one’s feet initially, let us rejoice every
day
According to hearsay, beverage I put back to put
in motion
A Vishnu avatar or a machine has it
Sherry isn’t reclusive, deviate from true course
Fare, of English maybe, no Polish, only the quiet
part
And so on, curtailed with a foreign character
Act improperly plain, oddly returns for a respite
Mystery Entry
Jaguar e.g. has three speeds for the ethereal
character
Stuck-up note, most of a dirty place goes around
It’s not unfair, arachnophobia definitely ends and
will go amiss
Dead, maybe stiff even, alternately starting
Concerning the good man and seer , around and
about ship again, emphasizes
Position it, backing winged infants
Oodles and oodles of ale mostly, to go west
Ruminant about ruminant, finally discourage
Pour lemonade, can trouble selection
Mystery Entry

